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   Abstract 

 A short overview is presented on the research works related 
to the zero-n– gap, which appears as the volume-averaged 
refraction index vanishes in photonic structures containing 
both positive and negative-index materials. After introducing 
the basic concept of the zero-n– gap based on both rigorous 
mathematics and numerical simulations, the unique proper-
ties of such a band gap are discussed, including its robust-
ness against weak disorder, wide-incidence-angle operation 
and scaling invariance, which do not belong to a conventional 
Bragg gap. We then describe the simulation and experimental 
verifi cations on the zero-n– gap and its extraordinary proper-
ties in different frequency domains. After that, the unusual 
photonic and physical effects discovered based on the zero-n– 
gap and their potential applications are reviewed, including 
beam manipulations and nonlinear effects. Before concluding 
this review, several interesting ideas inspired from the zero-n– 
gap works will be introduced, including the zero-phase gaps, 
zero-permittivity and zero-permeability gaps, complete band 
gaps, and zero-refraction-index materials with Dirac-Cone 
dispersion.  

   Keywords:    left-handed materials; meta materials; photonic 
band gaps; photonic crystals.    

   1. Introduction 

 Over the last several decades, considerable interests appear in 
employing artifi cial electromagnetic (EM) materials to con-
trol light propagations as desired, which cannot be achieved 
with naturally existing materials. Such artifi cial EM materi-
als include photonic crystals (PCs)  [1 – 3]  and metamaterials 
(MTMs)  [4 – 9] , operating based on the Bragg and local reso-
nance mechanisms, respectively. 

 PCs are artifi cial materials with a periodic modulation on 
the dielectric constant, which can create a photonic band gap 
(PBG) via Bragg scatterings, inside which no propagating 
photonic mode exists  [1 – 3] . PCs have attracted intensive 
studies in the last two decades due to their unique EM prop-
erties and potential applications. The existence of a forbid-
den frequency band in a PC alters dramatically the properties 
of light, enabling control of spontaneous emission in quan-
tum devices and light manipulation for photonic informa-
tion technology  [10 – 12] . However, such a Bragg gap is very 
sensitive to the periodicity of the system, the incident angle 
and polarization [transverse electric (TE) wave or transverse 
magnetic (TM) wave] of the input light, dictated by the Bragg 
mechanism. As a result, the PBG frequency is inversely pro-
portional to the lattice constant, and thus the size of a PC can-
not be made very compact (at least several wavelengths in 
each dimension) and randomness will destroy the band gap 
 [13 – 16] . To make photonic devices that are compact in size 
and robust against disorders, new PBG mechanism needs to 
be found. 

 MTMs belong to another class of artifi cial EM materials 
 [4 – 9] . These materials are composites consisting of local 
resonant EM microstructures in subwavelength scales, such 
that the whole medium can be viewed as a homogeneous 
one  [17]  exhibiting  arbitrary  values of electric permittivity 
 ε  and magnetic permeability   μ  . The much expanded param-
eter freedom makes MTMs an ideal platform to manipulate 
EM wave propagations, leading to many interesting phe-
nomena such as negative refraction  [8, 9, 18, 19] , super 
imaging  [20 – 23] , invisibility cloaking  [24 – 28] , and so 
on. In particular, when both   ε   and   μ   are negative, such a 
medium is also called a left-handed material (LHM), since 
  E
�

,   H
�

, and   k
�
 of a plane wave propagating inside it form 

a left-handed set instead of a right-handed one in a con-
ventional medium. The unusual EM properties of a LHM 
were fi rst theoretically studied by Veselago in 1968  [4] , 
who found that the direction of energy fl ow is opposite to 
that of the wavevector  k  inside a LHM, so that an EM wave 
will be bent negatively when it passes through an inter-
face between a normal medium and a LHM. As a result, 
such a medium is also said to possess a negative refrac-
tion index ( n )  [8, 9, 29] . Other peculiar EM properties of 
the LHM include reversed Doppler effect  [30]  and reversed 
Cherenkov radiation  [31] . Veselago ’ s proposal of LHM did 
not attract immediate attention since it is well accepted that 
a natural material shows no magnetism at high frequencies 
 [32] . A breakthrough appeared in 1999 when Pendry et al. 
 [6]  showed that a split ring resonator (SRR) could provide 
magnetic responses at any desired frequency. People then 
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successfully fabricated LHMs by combining SRR and elec-
tric resonators such as metallic wires  [5] , and demonstrated 
that such a medium can indeed exhibit a negative refractive 
index  [8] . Since then, many efforts were devoted to explor-
ing other intriguing EM manipulation phenomena based on 
MTMs. 

 While PCs and MTMs are constructed based on different 
physical principles and thus the developments of two fi elds 
appear quite independent, we notice that there are particular 
sub-fi elds that combine the concepts from both sides and then 
new physics emerge from the interplays between two physi-
cal principles. For example, employing PCs with anoma-
lous dispersions to mimic the negative refraction behaviors 
of LHMs attracted much attention in early developments of 
MTMs  [33 – 35] . On the other hand, PCs built with LHMs 
were found to exhibit many unusual properties. In particu-
lar, it was fi rst discovered in  [36]  that a new type of PBG 
called zero-n– gap arises in a PC consisting of both right-
handed materials (RHMs) and LHMs. Such a zero-n– gap 
exhibits many unusual physical properties that do not exist 
in a conventional Bragg PBG, such as central-frequency scal-
ing invariance and robustness against weak disorders. Later, 
many other unconventional physical properties of the zero-n– 
gap were discovered, and the existence of such a special PBG 
was experimentally verifi ed in different frequency regimes. 
More recently, several interesting ideas were inspired from 
the zero-n– gap works, resulting in new sub-branches in pho-
tonic research. 

 In this paper, we will briefl y review the fundamental phys-
ics and latest developments of the zero-n– gap research. We 
have no intention to make this paper a comprehensive over-
view on the development of the whole sub-fi eld, but rather try 
to make it concise and idea-inspiring. This review is organized 
as follows. We fi rst introduce the basic concept and some pre-
liminary properties of the zero-n– gap in Section 2, and then 
summarize in Section 3 the available efforts from both full-
wave simulations and experiments on verifying the zero-n– gap 
and its extraordinary physical properties. Section 4 is devoted 
to reviewing the unusual physical effects discover ed based 
on the zero-n– gap materials, and Sections 5 and 6 summarize 
some interesting ideas inspired from the zero-n– gap research. 
We conclude this review in Section 7.  

  2. Basic concept and extraordinary properties 

of the zero-n– gap 

 We fi rst present a proof that in a one-dimensional (1D) lay-
ered stack containing both positive- and negative- n  materi-
als, n– = 0 implies the existence of a PBG  [36] . Consider a 1D 
layered PC described by a periodic frequency-dependent per-
mittivity   ε  ( x  +  a )  =    ε  ( x ) and permeability   μ  ( x  +  a )  =    μ  ( x ), where 
 a  is the lattice constant. The dispersion relation   ω  ( k ) of such 
a PC can be obtained by solving the following equation, 

   

2
( ) 1 ( )

- ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

Z x d dE x
E x

n x dx Z x n x dx c

ω⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞=⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦  
 (1) 

 where  c  is the speed of light,   ( ) ( ) ( )n x x xε μ=  and 

  

( )
( )

( )

x
Z x

x

μ

ε
=  are respectively the refraction index and 

impedance at frequency   ω  . Imposing the periodicity con-

straint   + =
� �
( ) ( ),ikaE x a e E x  we fi nd that the dispersion relation 

is determined by 

  Tr [ T (  ω  )]  =  2cos ka ,  (2) 

 where  T (  ω  ) is a 2  ×  2 transfer matrix. For a double-layer unit-
cell, a simple calculation yields 

   

ω
ω ω ω

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
1 2

1 1 2 2
2 1
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 (3) 

 where  n   i   , Z   i   , d   i   are, respectively, the refractive index, imped-
ance, and thickness of the  i th layer. Clearly, the fi rst term in 
Eq. (3) represents the solution in a homogeneous medium 
with average refractive index   1 1 2 2( ) /n n d n d a= + , while the 
second term is responsible for gap opening if there is an 
impedance mismatch. For the special case of matched imped-
ance (Z 1   =  Z 2   =  Z 0 , a constant), the dispersion relation is given 
by ka = n–ωa/c. In general case (Z 1  ≠ Z 2 ), when 

   / (   integers)n a c m mω π= ∈ ,  (4) 

 Eq. (3) becomes 

   
ω

⎛ ⎞= + + ≥⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
21 2

1 1
2 1

( ) 2 -2 sin ( / ) 2.
Z Z

Tr T n d c
Z Z

  
(5) 

 Except that 

  n  1  d  1   ω  / c   =   p π   ( p  ∈   integers),  (6) 

 Eq. (5) implies that Eq. (2) has no real solution for  k , indicat-
ing the opening of a band gap. Equation (4) is the familiar 
Bragg condition, which can have multiple solutions for con-
ventional PBG materials. However, if we mix both positive 
and negative- n  materials to form a periodic structure, there is 
an extra possibility that 

 n–  =  0,  (7) 

 which also leads to Eq. (5) and thus a spectral gap. This 
new type of band gap differs fundamentally from the usual 
Bragg gap, as we shall demonstrate in the subsequent 
sections. 

 The n–  =  0 condition for the spectral gap is not limited to 
a periodic AB stacking, but is generally true in 1D periodic 
systems. Equation (1) is equivalent to two coupled fi rst order 
differential equations, 
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 where the  E  fi eld is decomposed as 

    

ω ω′ ′

+ −
∫ ∫= +0 0

-
( ) ( ) ( ) .

x x
i ndx i ndx

c cE x E x e E x e    (9) 

 For periodic systems, we look for Bloch solutions 
satisfying 

    

ω ω

+ + − −= =
-

( ) (0),    ( ) (0).
i na i naika ikac cE a e e E E a e e E   (10) 

 Suppose there is a certain frequency   ω   0  that n–(ω0) = 0  . If 
 Z ( x )  =   Z  0  (perfect impedance match), Eq. (8) has two degener-
ate solutions at   ω   0 , both with  k   =  0 and the E-fi eld is given by 

   

ω ω

α β
′ ′∫ ∫= +

0 0

0 0
-(0)( ) .

x x
i ndx i ndx

c cE x e e   When  Z ( x )  =   Z  0  +  Δ  Z ( x ), with 

 Δ  Z ( x ) arbitrary but periodic, solving Eq. (8) [with Eq. (10)] 
by taking both  E ( x ) and  k  up to fi rst order in  Δ  Z ( x ), we fi nd 
that 

   

ω
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(11) 

 Since  k  is imaginary, there must be a gap at   ω   0  if   ω =0( ) 0.n
  To illustrate the basic ideas, we fi rst consider a simple 1D 

system composed by  non-dispersive  positive- and negative- n  
layers with structural and material parameters (given in the 
caption of Figure  1  ) satisfying n–  =  0. The dispersion relation-
ship   ω  ( k ) and the transmittance through a 32-unit slab as 
functions of frequency are shown in Figure 1. The condition 
n–  =  0 is satisfi ed for all frequencies in this model system. The 
numerical solution shows that the photonic gap covers all 
frequencies (no transmission and  k  purely imaginary) except 
for singular frequency points satisfying Eq. (6). However, 
we show below that these singular frequency points will dis-
appear if  n  is frequency dependent. For those frequencies 
satisfying   0( ) 0n ω =

 
and Eq. (6), we have  Tr [ T (  ω  )]  =  2, and 

near   ω   0 , 
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 Figure 1    (A) Dispersion relationship of a photonic crystal with unit 
cell consisting of one layer of air (thickness  =  16 mm) and one layer of 
negative- n  material ( ε   =  -8,   μ    =  -2, thickness  =  4 mm). (B) Transmittance 
through a 1D photonic crystal slab consisting of 32 such unit cells. 
Reproduced from Ref.  [36]  with the permission of American Physics 
Society.    
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 which is always less than 2 if we enforce the general condition
 

on the dispersion, 
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0

d
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ε ω ω

ω
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μ ω ω
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>( )
0;

d

d
 which

 
ensures 

a positive defi nite energy density. Equation (12) implies 
that we have a gap with zero width near   ω   0 . Therefore, it is 
unlikely to realize a transmission band inside the zero-n– gap 
(like in Figure 1) in realistic systems, when materials ’  disper-
sions are correctly taken into account. However, the transmis-
sion resonance [Eq. (6)] and the zero-n– gap can coexist in the 
same system, but observable at different incident angles. The 
interplay between these two effects leads to many new phys-
ics, as shown in Section 4. 

 The zero-n– gap possesses some unique properties that 
distinguish itself from a Bragg gap. In studying the peculiar 
physical properties of such a gap, one should always bear in 
mind that the frequency dispersion of the LHM must be care-
fully taken into account, since otherwise the predicted effects 
might be unphysical. Li et al. considered a 1D system with 
alternate layers of air and dispersive negative- n  materials  [36]  
with effective  ε (  ω  ) and   μ  (  ω  ) given by 

   
ε μ= + + = +

2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2

5 10 3
( ) 1 ,   ( ) 1 ,

0.9 - 11.5 - 0.902 -
f f

f f f  
(13) 

 where  f  is the frequency measured in GHz. Numerical values 
of  ε (  ω  ) and   μ  (  ω  ) are given in Figure  2  (A). The band structure 
is shown in Figure 2(B), while the solid line in Figure 2(C) 
gives the transmittance through a stack of 16 unit cells. The 
band structure and the transmittance clearly show two band 
gaps. The n– of the system (air plus the negative- n  material) 
is zero at 2.3 GHz, and a gap does open at that frequency. 
Another gap is clearly shown at about 8 GHz, which origi-
nates from Bragg scattering. 

 A Bragg gap is an intrinsic consequence of periodicity, and 
the gap frequency is tied with the size of the unit-cell. When 
we scale the unit-cell size by a factor, a Bragg gap will shift in 
frequency accordingly, in order to make Eq. (4) still satisfi ed. 
However, the zero-n– gap is independent of periodicity and 
should remain invariant with scaling. In fact, the zero-n– gap 
can be regarded as the zero-th order Bragg gap [i.e.,  m   =  0 in 
Eq. (4)]. The uniqueness of such a special Bragg gap is that, 
as we scale the unit cell by a factor, the phase accumulation 
of a wave passing through the  scaled  unit cell is still zero, 
which ensures the gap opening condition Eq. (4) satisfi ed for 
the scaled system. Such a property only exists in a composite 
medium with both positive- and negative- n  components, so 
that phase accumulations through different parts can exactly 
cancel each other. Apparently, such phase cancellation is 
insensitive to rescaling the whole structure, which is not the 
case for a conventional Bragg gap. Solid line in Figure 2(C) 
is the transmittance corresponding to the band structure in 
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Figure 2(B); while dotted line is the transmittance through 
the same system but with lattice constant  a  scaled by a factor 
of 2 / 3. The Bragg gap that was originally near 8 GHz shifts 
upwards in frequency, as expected. However, the zero-n– gap 
remains unchanged at 2.3 GHz, because the change of scale 
does not infl uence the value of n–  =  0. This peculiar property 
is of particular importance to realize ultra-compact photonic 
devices. 

 A Bragg gap is sensitive to deviation from periodic order. 
Figure 2(D) compares the transmittances through several 
16 unit-cell stacks possessing different degrees of disorder. 
Solid line corresponds to a perfectly ordered stack, while dot-
ted and dashed lines correspond to the transmission through 
stacks with thickness deviation (random uniform deviate) 
of   ±  3 and   ±  6 mm, respectively, each ensemble averaged over 
24 realizations. As expected, the Bragg gap is destroyed by 
strong disorder, but the zero-n– gap survives. The robustness of 
the zero-n– gap comes from the fact that the   ( ) 0n ω =  solution 
remains invariant under disorder that is symmetric ( +  and - 
deviations are equally probable). 

 The zero-n– gap was found to be an omnidirectional one, 
in the sense it is rather insensitive to the incident angle and 
polarization of the input wave. In contrast to Ref.  [36]  where 
only the normal incidence case was considered, Jiang et al. 
 [37]  studied how a zero-n– gap and a Bragg gap evolve as inci-
dent angle and polarization change in a carefully designed 1D 
PC. The results were reproduced in Figure  3   where the upper 
band gap was identifi ed as a conventional Bragg gap and the 
lower one the zero-n– gap. While a Bragg gap varies dramati-
cally as a function of incident angle and polarization, and 
even disappears in certain situations, the zero-n– gap remains 
nearly invariant in the whole angle range studied. 

 The physical properties of a localized defect mode inside 
the zero-n– gap were also found very unusual. By inserting a 
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 Figure 3    Evolvements of a conventional Bragg gap (upper black 
region) and a zero-n– gap (lower black region) as functions of incident 
angle and polarization, calculated for a 1D PC containing alternative 
stacking of homogeneous positive- n  and negative- n  slabs with struc-
tural and material details recorded in Ref.  [37] . Reproduced from 
Ref.  [37]  with the permission of American Institute of Physics.    
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 Figure 2    (A) Effective  ε  and   μ   of the negative- n  material, as given 
by Eq. (13). (B) Dispersion relationship of a photonic crystal with 
alternate layers of air (12 mm thick) the negative- n  material (6.0 
mm thick) with material parameter as shown in (A). (C) Solid line: 
Transmittance through 16 unit cells, corresponding to the band struc-
ture in (B). Dotted line: Transmittance when the lattice constant is 
scaled by 2 / 3. (D) Transmittance through 16 unit cells, with various 
degree of disorder in thickness. Reproduced from Ref.  [36]  with the 
permission of American Physics Society.    

defect layer into a PC, defect modes can be induced inside 
both zero-n– and Bragg gaps. It was shown in Ref.  [37]  that 
the defect mode inside the zero-n– gap remains invariant with 
the scaling of non-defect part, while the defect mode inside 
the Bragg gap shifts greatly in frequency with scaling. On 
the other hand, when the incident angle increases from 0 °  to 
30 ° , the defect mode inside the zero-n– gap remains nearly 
invariant, while the defect mode inside the Bragg gap changes 
quickly (see Figure  4  ). These unusual physical behaviors of 
defect modes are dictated by the unusual properties of the 
zero-n– gap, which have already been illustrated.  

  3. Realizations of the zero-n– gap: simulations 

and experiments 

 In the last section, we have summarized the peculiar EM 
properties of the zero-n– gap predicted based on  model  sys-
tems with pre-assumed effective (frequency dependent)  ε  and 
  μ  . In this section, we briefl y review the existing efforts, from 
both full-wave simulations and experiments, to verify those 
highly unusual properties of the zero-n– gap based on  realistic  
structures. 

 Li et al.  [36]  fi rst designed a structure that exhibits such an 
unconventional stop band with help of fi nite-difference-time-
domain (FDTD) simulations. A building block for the nega-
tive- n  material is shown in Figure  5  , in which the rectangular 
metallic SRR on the left and right gives negative   μ  , while the 
metal fork in the middle gives negative  ε . The basic building 
block is replicated to tile the    −

� �
E H   plane to form a negative- n  

slab, whose effective  ε (  ω  ) and   μ  (  ω  ) were derived from the 
FDTD simulated transmission/refl ection spectra. Figure  6  (A) 
shows that both  ε   eff   and   μ    eff   are negative within a frequency 
window 4.1 – 4.8 GHz, demonstrating that the material is a 
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negative- n  one. A 1D PC is formed by repeating the unit cell 
consisting of this negative- n  slab and a 7-mm air gap (serving 
as the positive- n  medium). Li et al. employed FDTD simula-
tions to calculate the transmission spectrum for a 16-unit-cell 
slab with microstructures fully taken into account. The results 
are plotted as open circles in Figure 6(C). They also calculated 
the band structure [Figure 6(B)] of the 1D PC and the trans-
mittance through a 16-unit-cell slab [solid line in Figure 6(C)], 
assuming that the negative- n  material is a homogeneous slab 
described by  ε   eff  (  ω  ) and   μ    eff  (  ω  ). Both the band structure [Figure 
6(B)] and the transmission spectra [Figure 6(C)] clearly show 
two band gaps, where the upper gap was unambiguously 
indentifi ed as the zero-n– gap since n–  =  0 at about 4.5 GHz. 

 Subsequently, Yuan et al.  [38]  experimentally demonstrated 
the existences of the zero-n– gap in microwave regime, and 
verifi ed some of its key properties. As shown in Figure  7  (A), 
the double-S structure was chosen to play the role of LHM 
 [39]  (with thickness  b  1 ) while the dielectric substrate with-
out metallic structure was chosen as the RHM (with thickness 
 b  2 ), and EM waves were fed along the  x  direction with   

�
ˆ|| .E z  

Four different samples were experimentally measured [Figure 
7(B)]. Samples A and B have the same  b  2  but different  b  1 . For 
samples C and D,  b  1  and  b  2  are doubled with respect to sam-
ples A and B, respectively. Measured transmission spectra for 
samples A and C are shown as solid lines in Figure  8  (A) and 
8(B), respectively. Figure 8(A) shows that two gaps occur at 
 ∼ 11.5 GHz and  ∼ 15 GHz for sample A, which were identifi ed 
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 Figure 4    Transmittance through a doped 1D PC containing both 
positive- n  and negative- n  slabs (see Ref.  [37]  for the structural and 
material parameters), calculated at different incident angles and 
polarizations. Reproduced from Ref.  [37]  with the permission of 
American Institute of Physics.    
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 Figure 5    Structural details of the negative- n  material. Reproduced 
from Ref.  [36]  with the permission of American Physics Society.    

as a (-1 order) Bragg gap and the zero-n– gap by numerical 
calculations, respectively. Transmission spectrum for sample 
C [Figure 8(B)] shows that, when the period of the RHM-
LHM superlattice is doubled, the Bragg gap shifts away from 
the frequency of interests but the zero-n– gap remains almost 
unchanged. This was not only the fi rst experimental illustra-
tion of the zero-n– gap, but also unambiguously demonstrated 
the most important property of the zero-n– gap that its working 
frequency is independent of the periodicity. 

 Zhang et al.  [40]  chose the microstrip transmission lines 
(TL) to experimentally demonstrate the existence of the 
zero-n– gap. As shown in Figure  9  , the authors combined 
ordinary TL units (denoted as  “ A ”  representing a positive- n  
material) and composite right/left-handed TL unit (denoted as 
 “ B ”  representing a negative- n  material) to form a series of 1D 
PCs defi ned by ( A   m   B   n  ) p , where  m  ( n ) denotes the number of A 
(B) unit inside a unit cell and  p  the total number of unit cells 
inside the PCs. The measured and simulated transmission 
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 Figure 6    (A)  ε   eff   and   μ    eff   as functions of frequency of the negative- n  
material. (B) Band structure for a photonic crystal with alternating 
layers of air (7 mm thick) and the designed negative- n  material [thick-
ness  =  3.5 mm,  ε   eff  ,   μ    eff   shown in (A)]. (C) Transmittance through a 
slab consisting of 16 unit cells with details described above, through 
direct FDTD simulation (open circles) and material properties repre-
sented by  ε   eff   and   μ    eff   (solid line). Reproduced from Ref.  [36]  with the 
permission of American Physics Society.    
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 Figure 8    Measured transmission spectra (solid lines) through samples (A) A and (B) C, with material/structural details recorded in Ref.  [38] . 
Dashed lines represent the measured transmission spectra through the double-S shaped LHM. Reproduced from Ref.  [38]  with the permission 
of Optical Society of America.    
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B

 Figure 7    Pictures of the samples used in microwave experiments 
to verify the existence of zero-n– gaps. (A) One typical sample behav-
ing as a 1D LHM/RHM PC. (B) Samples of the same sort used in a 
series of verifi cation experiments. Reproduced from Ref.  [38]  with 
the permission of Optical Society of America.    

spectra for such 1D PCs are reproduced in Figure  10  , from 
which a common gap centered at  ∼ 1.9 GHz can be found in 
all PCs studied. By carefully examining the 1D PCs contain-
ing A or B units only, the authors were able to retrieve the 
effective parameters of such units and found that the common 
gaps centered at  ∼ 1.9 GHz are just the zero-n– gaps. Figure 
10 already demonstrated that the center frequencies of such 
zero-n– gaps are independent of the lattice scaling, and the 
authors further proved that such zero-n– gaps are rather robust 
against disorder since they found experimentally that such 

gaps can even appear in PCs with quasi-periodicity. We will 
come back to this point in the next section. 

 In 2009, Kocaman et al.  [41]  presented the fi rst experimen-
tal observation of the zero-n– gap in near infrared (IR) regime. 
It is highly challenging even today to fabricate high-quality 
transparent LHMs at high frequencies, and the authors skill-
fully designed a PC with anomalous band structure to  emulate  
an LHM  [42]  and then stack such PCs and positive- n  dielec-
tric materials to form a 1D superlattice. Actually, in 2006, 
Panoiu et al.  [43]  already theoretically proposed the idea of 
combining normal PCs and negative-refraction PCs to realize 
a 1D superlattice exhibiting a zero-n– gap, but such an idea was 
only experimentally realized in 2009  [41] . A scanning elec-
tron microscope (SEM) image of the fabricated sample was 
reproduced in Figure  11  (A), where the period of the superlat-
tice is defi ned as  Λ   =   d  1  +  d  2  with  d  1  and  d  2  being the thicknesses 
of the  effective  LHM and positive- n  layers. The designed PC 
layer possesses a negative index for TM-polarized input wave 
(magnetic fi eld parallel to top surface of PC) in the wave-
length range of 1485.1 – 1556.4 nm, as illustrated by its photo-
nic band structure depicted in Figure 11(B). The authors fi rst 
employed full wave simulations to carefully study the PBG 
properties of such systems, and identifi ed the existence of a 
zero-n– gap that is independent of the superlattice constant  Λ . 
Figure  12  (A) and (B) show the measured and simulated trans-
mission spectra for two designed/fabricated structures (with 
different  d  2 / d  1 ). Two distinct gaps were observed, of which 
the gaps around 1550 nm were identifi ed as the zero-n– gaps 
by comparing with numerical analyses, while the others were 
found as Bragg gaps. Figure 12(C) compares the transmis-
sion spectra for a series of samples, each with the same super 
cell structure as Figure 12(A) but with increasing stack num-
bers. The intensity contrast of the zero-n– gap increases with 
increasing number of superperiods. Moreover, in contrast to 
Bragg gaps, experiments showed that the zero-n– gap is sur-
prisingly robust against nanofabrication-induced disorder, 
which is another unique character of the zero-n– gap. 

 Zero-n– material has also been realized by Mocella et al. 
 [44]  in the near-IR regime using alternating stripe layers of 
negatively refracting (silicon-based PCs with  n   eff   ≈ -1) and 
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 Figure 10    (A) Simulated and (B) measured  S -parameters of 
PCs ( AB ) 10 , ( A  2  B  2 ) 6  and ( A  3  B  3 ) 5  with material and structural details 
recorded in Ref.  [40] . Reproduced from Ref.  [40]  with the permis-
sion of Institute of Physics.    
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 Figure 9    Photographs of the proposed PCs defi ned by (A) ( AB ) 10 , (B) ( A  2  B  2 ) 6  and (C) ( A  3  B  3 ) 5  composed by positive- n  materials (microstrip 
TL units) and negative-n materials (CRLH TL units). Reproduced from Ref.  [40]  with the permission of Institute of Physics.    
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 Figure 11    (A) SEM image of a fabricated sample with eight stacks, 
whose PC slab layer has a length of   =1 3.5 3d a. Scale bar: 5   μ m . 
(B) Calculated photonic band structure of the fabricated PC slab 
waveguide with  r   =  0.290 a  and  t   =  0.762 a  (a  =  420 nm). The TM-like 
[TE-like] photonic bands are depicted in blue (darker) [red (lighter)]. 
Inset: SEM image of the PC region of the fabricated superlattice. 
Scale bar: 500 nm. Reproduced from Ref.  [41]  with the permission 
of American Physics Society.    

positively refracting (air,  n   =  1) materials. The authors called 
such composite materials  “ quasi-zero-average-index (QZAI) 
metamaterial ” , and a zero-n– gap was observed. The QZAI 
material can collimate a beam of near-IR light for millimeter 
distances  [44] .  

  4. Unusual physical effects related to zero-n– gaps 

 Stimulated by the highly unusual properties of the zero-n– 
gap, many exciting photonic and physical effects were sub-
sequently discovered. In this section, we briefl y review such 
works, including beam manipulations, nonlinear phenomena, 
and extensions to quasi-periodic systems. 

  4.1. Beam manipulations using zero-n– gap materials 

 For 1D PCs composed by RHM and LHM layers (placed at 
the  xy  plane) with thicknesses  a  and  b  and refractive indexes 
 n   r   and  n   l  , Shadrivov et al.  [45]  explored the extraordinary 

angular-dependences of their transmission properties, by con-
sidering the interplays between the zero-n– gap effect [Eq. (7)] 
and the transmission resonance [Eq. (6)]. As proved in Section 
2, when the 1D PC is designed to let two conditions Eqs. 
(6 – 7) satisfi ed simultaneously at a particular frequency   ω   0 , the 
zero-n– gap will be closed at normal incidence. However, at 
off-normal incidence (with a non-zero  k   x  ), the zero-n– gap can 
reopen at some frequencies, resulting in a dispersion diagram 
as shown in Figure  13  (A) with gap region denoted by gray 
color. The dispersion diagram can be dramatically changed if 
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 Figure 13    Band gap structure on the parameter plane (  ω  ,  k   x  ) with 
gaps shaded. (A) Transmission band corresponds to a normal inci-
dence. (B) Transmission band corresponds to an oblique incidence. 
Dotted line denotes the frequency   ω   0 . Insets show the beam trans-
mission coeffi cients at the frequencies marked by dashed lines. 
Reproduced from Ref.  [45]  with the permission of American Institute 
of Physics.    

the transmission condition  n   r   k  0 cos  θ a   =    π   [the off-normal ver-
sion of Eq. (6)] is satisfi ed at an oblique angle   θ  , as depicted 
in Figure 13(B). At the frequency denoted by two dashed lines 
in Figure 13, insets show the transmission coeffi cients in the 
 k   x   –  k   y   plane for two systems. Thus, one can design a system 
which is transparent only at the desired incident angles. In 

addition, structures with more complicated transmission prop-
erties (with multiple rings in the transmission pattern) can be 
also obtained. These systems can be employed to dramatically 
reshape the wave-fronts of incident beams passing through 
them, leading to many interesting wave-front patterns  [45] . 

 Kivshar ’ s group continued to utilize the interplays between 
the zero-n– gap and the transmission resonances in  chirped  1D 
PCs [see Figure  14  (A)] to achieve other beam manipulation 
effects, such as Bloch oscillations  [46]  and Beam curling  [47] . 
The physics is very simple. For a series of 1D periodic systems 
with parameters satisfying the n–  =  0 condition at normal inci-
dence, the authors calculated the band gap diagram on the ( Λ , 
 k   y  ) plane with  Λ  being the lattice constant and  k   y   the parallel 
wavevector. Figure 14(B) shows that the system exhibits a gap 
at normal incidence (i.e.,  k   y    =  0). However, the transmission 
resonance condition [e.g., Eq. (6)] can be met in some par-
ticular off-normal situations, generating the white regions in 
Figure 14(B). Such an unusual band gap diagram on the ( Λ ,  k   y  ) 
plane can be translated to an effective band gap diagram on 
the ( z ,  k   y  ) plane for a  non-uniform  PC with position-dependent 
(local) periodicity  Λ ( z ) [see Figure 14(A)]. If such a mapping 
is valid, one may fi nd from Figure 14(B) that there are nar-
row transmission bands (white areas) sandwiched between 
zero-n– gaps (black areas), which are precisely the conditions 
to achieve Bloch oscillations of EM waves. Indeed, Figure  15   
shows one typical example of such predicted Bloch oscilla-
tions, where the EM wave is bounced back and forth by two 
zero-n– gap boundaries. The authors predicted three different 
types of Bloch oscillations in such structures, one of which is 
associated with coupling between surface waves, which does 
not exist in other systems. In addition, they also predicted more 
fascinating beam manipulation effects such as beam curling, 
in large systems satisfying certain conditions  [47] .  

  4.2. Nonlinear effects related to the zero-n– gap 

 Several groups studied the nonlinear optical effects  [48 –
 51]  in zero-n– systems, which were again found rather 
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 Figure 14    (A) Schematic of linearly chirped 1D structure with alternating layers of negative- n  MTM and conventional dielectric. (B) Bandgap 
diagram for the TE-polarized waves in structure with alternating dielectric ( ε   r    =    μ    r    =  1) and MTM ( ε   l    =  -5,   μ    l    =  -0.8) in case of zero average refrac-
tive index. Black and white areas correspond to gaps and bands, respectively. Two spectra of the excited Bloch oscillations are shown on the 
left. The inset shows a magnifi ed part of the spectrum. Reproduced from Ref.  [46]  with the permission of Optical Society of America.    
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 Figure 15    Field distribution in the case of surface-wave-assisted 
Bloch oscillations. The Wannier-Stark ladder appears for the propa-
gation constants centered around  k   y 0   =  2.47, normalized period is 
 L   y    =  820. Reproduced from Ref.  [46]  with the permission of Optical 
Society of America.    

intriguing. Replacing one LHM layer in a 1D LHM/RHM 
PC by a defect layer with Kerr-type nonlinear response 
  
ε χ χ⎡ ⎤= + +⎣ ⎦

� 2(1) (3)( ) 1 ( ) ,r t E t  Feise et al.  [48]  theoretically stud-
ied the optical responses of such a system in both linear (low-
fi eld) and nonlinear (high fi eld) regimes. Defect-induced 
transmissions were found inside both zero-n– and Bragg gaps, 
which sensitively depended on the input power. Such depen-
dences could lead to optical hysteresis and bistability, which 
may fi nd applications in all-optical logical devices  [52] . The 
authors found that, for defect-induced transmission related to 
the zero-n– gap, the optical bistability is rather robust against 
the defect-layer offset and the difference between switch-up 
and switch-down threshold is much larger, in sharp contrast to 
those related to a conventional Bragg gap  [48] . 

 Different from  [50]  where only the defect layer is formed 
by nonlinear material, Hegde and Winful  [49]  studied the case 
where  all  RHM layers in the 1D LHM/RHM PC are formed 
by nonlinear Kerr materials. No defect-induced transpar-
ency exists here since the system is still perfectly periodic. 

However, the gap of such a nonlinear PC can be actively 
tuned by the input power, again leading to optical hysteresis 
and bistability. The authors found that the transmission asso-
ciated with a zero-n– gap exhibits a bistable characteristic that 
is relatively insensitive to incident angles, in contrast to the 
behavior of a usual Bragg gap. Such an incident-angle insen-
sitivity of nonlinear responses can be traced back to the same 
insensitivity of linear optics in these systems. 

 Pan et al. generalized the two previous studies  [48, 49]  to 
more complicated cases  [50] , where the defect nonlinear layer 
can be either a LHM or a RHM, all LHM layers inside the PC 
are nonlinear, and even the nonlinear defect layer is a single-
negative material. In all cases studied, they found that the opti-
cal bistability can still be obtained, exhibiting essentially the 
same unusual characteristics as in previous studies  [48, 49] . 

 In studying the optical properties of nonlinear LHM/RHM 
PCs, Hegde and Winful  [51]  noticed that inclusion of an inten-
sity-dependent refractive index makes it possible to tune the 
stop band and thus switch the structure from a highly refl ecting 
state to a totally transmitting state. As shown in Figure  16  (A), 
the transmission through a 1D LHM/RHM PC at a frequency 
inside the zero-n– gap is nearly zero in low-fi eld regime, but 
becomes signifi cantly enhanced when the incident fi eld strength 
exceeds a critical value, and can reach 100 %  at a particular case 
[denoted by A in Figure 16(A)]. They found that such total trans-
mission is due to the resonant excitation of a gap soliton state 
inside the nonlinear medium with fi eld distribution depicted in 
Figure 16(B)  [51] . The Bragg-gap soliton was fi rst studied by 
Chen and Mills in 1987  [53] , but here Hedge and Winful found 
the zero-n– gap soliton exhibits a number of intriguing proper-
ties. In particular, it is an omnidirectional gap soliton which is 
insensitive to the propagating direction, and is also robust in the 
presence of disorder and loss  [51] .  

  4.3. Zero-n– gaps in quasi-periodic and quasi-1D 

structures 

 Conventional Bragg gaps are formed by destructive interfer-
ences of EM waves in PCs, and clearly periodicity plays an 
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 Figure 16    (A) Hysteresis behavior of transmittance as a function of a defocusing   γ I   inc   for detuning to the left of the zero-n– gap ( f   =  3.51 GHz, 
 N   =  32) for incident angles   θ    =  0 ° , 15 ° , and 30 ° . (B) Zero-n– gap soliton: spatial distribution of the  E  fi eld magnitude (normalized by  E   inc  ) when 
a defocusing   γ I   inc    =  -0.064 results in a near-unity transmittance ( f   =  3.51 GHz,  N   =  32) at normal incidence. Reproduced from Ref.  [51]  with the 
permission of Optical Society of America.    

important role. However, the zero-n– gap originates from the 
vanishing of refractive index and thus is insensitive to scal-
ing and randomness. Therefore, it is natural to ask whether 
such an unusual gap can exist in certain  non-periodic  systems. 
Quasi-periodic structures are lying between periodic and ran-
dom structures. Recently, several groups  [54 – 57]  theoretically 
studied the optical properties of a series of quasi-periodic lay-
ered structures formed by LHM and RHM slabs, arranged in 
Fibonacci or Thue – Morse sequences. These studies show that 
the zero-n– gaps still survive in such non-periodic structures 
as long as the condition n–  =  0 is satisfi ed. Many unusual prop-
erties discovered in periodic LHM-RHM PCs are still found 
in zero-n– gaps of these non-periodic structures  [54 – 57] . The 
existence of zero-n– gaps in quasi-periodic PCs was experimen-
tally verifi ed by Zhang et al. in microstrip TL systems  [40] . 
Recently, qusi-1D systems including comb-like  [58, 59]  and 
loop-like structures  [60]  were studied, and PBGs with essen-
tially the same physics as the zero-n– gap were discovered.   

  5. Ideas inspired by or related to the zero-n– gap 

 After Li et al. introduced the concept of zero-n– gap in 2003, 
many new ideas were inspired from this work, leading to 
interesting new physical predictions. Although these works 
were generally not directly on the zero-n– gaps, they are highly 
correlated with the zero-n– ideas. In this section, we briefl y 
review these works and hope that further new ideas can be 
inspired. 

  5.1. Zero-phase (  φ   
 eff 

 ) gap 

 The zero-n– gaps were discovered in systems composed by 
 transparent  components, although their refraction indexes can 
be positive or negative. It is straightforward to ask if similar 
physics can happen in optical systems composed by  opaque  
materials, such as epsilon-negative (ENG) media and mu-
negative (MNG) media. In 2004, Jiang et al.  [61]  considered 

a 1D PC formed by alternative stacking of ENG layers (with 
 ε  1   <  0,   μ   1   >  0, thickness  d  1 ) and MNG layers (with  ε  2   >  0,   μ   2   <  0, 
thickness  d  2 ). Based on the same mathematics, they found that 
the dispersion relation of the system is determined by 

   

η η
κ

η η
⎛ ⎞= + +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠

1 2
1 1 2 2

2 1

1 1 2 2

2cos( ) 2cosh( - ) -2

sinh( )sinh( ),

a k d k d

k d k d  (14) 

 where   /i i ik cω ε μ=  and 
  

/i i iη μ ε= . Equation (14) is 

quite similar to Eq. (3), but an important difference is that the 
cosh( x ) function in Eq. (14) does not have to be bounded 
between -1 and 1 like the cos( x ) function in Eq. (3). As a 
result, in most cases Eq. (14) does not have a real solution 
indicating that the system is intrinsically opaque. In 2003, 
Alu and Engheta showed that such systems can be  transpar-
ent  when material and geometrical parameters satisfy certain 
conditions, due to the interface resonance effects  [62] . This 
discovery motivated people to ask the inverse question – 
under what condition should such system exhibit a PBG ?  

 Jiang et al.  [61]  noticed that, when the  effective  phase accu-
mulation (not the real phase since waves inside each layer are 
evanescent) across the unit cell is exactly zero, i.e., 

   φ    eff    =   k  1  d  1 - k  2  d  2   =  0,  (15) 

 Eq. (14) becomes 
  

[ ]η η
κ

η η
⎛ ⎞= + + ≥⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠

21 2
1 1

2 1

2cos( ) 2 -2 sinh( ) 2a k d
 

indicating that a PBG must open here unless   η   1   =    η   2  (imped-
ance matching condition). The minus sign in front of  k  2  d  2  
comes out because there is a   π   phase jump for the refl ection 
at the ENG/MNG interface. The authors termed such a gap 
as the  “ zero effective phase (zero-  φ    eff  ) gap ” , and proved that 
such a zero-  φ    eff   gap shared several interesting features as the 
zero-n– gap, such as invariance against scaling and insensi-
tive to disorder. Some years later, two groups independently 
pointed out that, in the long-wavelength limit (LWL), i.e., 
 k  1  d  1 ,  k  2  d  2  → 0, both zero-n– and zero-  φ    eff   gaps are of the same 
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origin, with their upper/lower band edges determined by the 
  0μ=  and   0ε=  conditions, respectively  [63, 64] . This is not 
entirely surprising, since in the LWL the system behaves as 
an effective medium and it does not matter whether the unit 
cell is LHM/RHM or ENG/MNG. However, outside the LWL 
region, the zero-  φ    eff   gap behaves completely different from 
the zero-n– gap, since these two gaps are, respectively, due 
to interactions between evanescent waves and propagating 
waves  [63] . The existence of the zero-  φ    eff   was experimentally 
verifi ed in 2008  [65] .  

  5.2. Zero- ε  and zero-  μ   gaps and their interactions with 

the zero-n– gap 

 Motivated by the discoveries of zero-n– and zero-  φ    eff   gaps, 
people continued to search for other photonic gaps corre-
sponding to vanishing of certain parameters. It is well known 
that a semi-fi nite medium with either  ε   =  0 or   μ    =  0 is opaque 
for photons implying that a spectral gap opens. In a 1D PC 
formed by periodically stacking RHM (such as air) and dis-
persive LHM layers, the conditions  ε (  ω  )  =  0 or   μ  (  ω  )  =  0 could 
be satisfi ed for the dispersive LHM at certain frequencies. It 
is thus interesting to ask whether a zero- ε  or zero-  μ   gaps can 
open at these frequencies. 

 In a series of papers, Depine et al.  [66, 67]  demonstrated 
that such gaps do exist in 1D PCs, but only for oblique-trans-
port cases. Extending Eq. (3) to off-normal situations assum-
ing a fi xed  k   ||  , the authors  [66]  found that the dispersions of 
photonic modes are determined by 

   

κ

σ σ

σ σ

=

⎡ ⎤
+⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦

1 1 2 2

2 1 1 2
1 1 2 2

1 2 2 1

2cos( ) 2cos( )cos( )

- sin( )sin( ),

z z

z z
z z

z z

a k d k d

k k
k d k d

k k
 

(16) 

 where   σ    j    =    μ    j   for TE polarization and   σ    j    =   ε   j   for TM polariza-

tion,   ε μ ω= �
2 2( / ) - .jz j jk c k  In general, the quantity inside 

the bracket (i.e., the impedance mismatch) is  singular  at the 
frequency where   μ   2 (  ω  ) → 0 ( ε  2 (  ω  ) → 0) for the TE (TM) case. 
However, at normal incidence with  k     ||    =  0, we have simulta-
neously  k  2 z   → 0 as   μ   2 (  ω  ) → 0 (or  ε  2 (  ω  ) → 0), which compen-
sates such a singularity, so that no gaps can be observed. 
Interestingly, away from the normal incidence,  k  2 z   becomes 
a fi nite number which cannot compensate the singularity in 
  μ   2  (or  ε  2 ). Thus, a spectral gap must open when  k     ||   exceeds 
a critical value, at the frequency corresponding to zero-  μ   
(zero- ε ) for TE (TM) polarization. Shown in Figure  17   are the 
dispersion diagrams of the 1D PC studied previously by Li 
et al.  [36] , but calculated for  oblique incidence cases  in differ-
ent polarizations  [66] . Indeed, at oblique incidences, a zero-  μ   
gap is developed for TE polarization while a zero- ε  gap is 
developed for TM polarization. 

 Similar to the zero-n– and zero-  φ eff  gaps, such zero- ε  and 
zero-  μ   gaps are also due to the intrinsic properties of consti-
tutive materials rather than geometrical structures. Therefore, 
these non-Bragg gaps share lots of common characteristics, 
such as insensitivities to length scaling and weak disorder. 
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 Figure 17    Band structures for TE and TM polarizations and dif-
ferent angles of incidence corresponding to a periodic stack with 
alternating air layers (  μ   1   =    ε   1   =  1,  d  1   =  12 mm) and MTM layers with 
  μ   2  and  ε  2  given by Eq. (13) and  d  2   =  6 mm. The left column shows 
the frequency dispersions of the constitutive parameters for layer 2. 
Reproduced from Ref.  [66]  with the permission of Elsevier.    

More intriguingly, the zero- ε  and zero-  μ   gaps are solely 
determined by the properties of a  single  layer, which further 
differentiate themselves from the zero-n– and zero-  φ    eff   gaps. 
Therefore, if we change the volume ratio  d  1 / d  2  between two 
constitutive layers, the position of the zero-n– gap can be tuned 
signifi cantly while those of the zero- ε  and zero-  μ   gaps remain 
unchanged. The same group of authors then studied the inter-
esting interplays between these two non-Bragg gaps  [67] , by 
carefully adjusting the volume ratio  d  1 / d  2 . Singh et al. further 
pointed out that such zero- ε  and zero-  μ   gaps can exist in any 
1D PCs, not necessarily only in RHM/RHM superlattices, 
and studied the properties of defect modes in such band gaps 
 [68] . 

 In 2009, Reyes-Gómez et al.  [69]  proposed a different 
but rather inspiring interpretation for such zero- ε  and zero-  μ   
gaps. Noticing that  ε   =  0(  μ    =  0) corresponds to (bulk) plasmon 
polariton (PP) excitation of the dispersive medium (layer 2), 
the authors argued that such gaps arise from the interactions 
between propagating modes and bulk PPs. Since the PPs 
are longitudinal excitations, they can be excited only when 
there is an E (or H) fi eld component along z direction, which 
explained why such gaps can only be seen at off-normal inci-
dences. Through adjusting the volume ratio, the authors can 
tune the zero- ε  (zero-  μ  ) gaps to appear inside the zero-n– gap, 
and found that the interactions between propagating waves 
and PPs are signifi cantly weakened in such a case. The same 
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group further studied such gaps and their interplays with the 
zero-n– gap in 1D systems with quasi-periodicity  [70]  and 
anisotropy  [71] .  

  5.3. Complete band gaps 

 One of the key motivations in PC studies is to fi nd a material 
possessing a complete PBG, inside which no EM wave can 
propagate along  any  direction. Since a Bragg gap is formed 
by destructive EM wave interferences, one naturally expects 
that a complete PBG needs a structure with periodic modula-
tions along all three directions. A 1D PC formed by alterna-
tive stacking of ordinary material slabs can never exhibit a 
complete PBG, since there is no mechanism to suppress the 
waveguiding propagations inside the layers formed by opti-
cally dense medium  [72] . Since the zero-n– gap was found to 
exhibit omnidirectional refl ectivity (see Figure 3), it is natural 
to ask whether it is a complete PBG or not. We emphasize 
that the omnidirectional refl ectivity does not necessarily 
imply a complete PBG, since the latter is more strict, requir-
ing that no mode can exist for any  k   ||     values including the 
cases of  k   ||      >    ω  / c . 

 Shadrivov et al. studied the problem in detail  [73] . By 
thoroughly examining the Bloch equations for two polariza-
tions [i.e., Eq. (16)], they found that a complete PBG could 
indeed be formed in 1D PCs containing LHM layers, when 
the material and geometrical parameters satisfy certain strict 
conditions. In a 1D PC, a waveguide mode always exists when 
the phase matching condition 2  φ   prop  + 2  φ   Ref1   =  2 m π   is satisfi ed, 
where   φ   prop  is the propagating phase accumulation and   φ   Ref1  
the refl ection phase at an interface between two adjacent lay-
ers. The authors found that, by choosing LHMs with appro-
priate parameters, it is possible to make the phase-matching 
condition unsatisfi ed for all  k   ||     values. Combining this condi-
tion with the Bragg gap condition, the authors successfully 
obtained the parameter regions where a complete PBG exists 
in a 1D PC. They also visualized the complete PBG effect by 
numerically studying the radiation pattern of a point source 
inside a carefully designed 1D PC possessing a complete 
PBG. Figure  18   clearly shows that EM wave propagations 
along all directions are suppressed inside such a 1D PC. Later, 
Sun et al.  [74]  studied the 1D PCs containing  anisotropic  
LHMs, and found that the anisotropy offers expanded free-
doms to realize the complete PBG effect. Interestingly, they 
found that a complete PBG requires an  m   =  1 Bragg gap rather 
than the zero-n– gap  [74] .   

  6. Extensions to higher dimensions: Zero-index 

metamaterials and Dirac-cone physics 

 The zero-n– systems we discussed so far are 1D systems. If we 
want to extend the idea to higher dimensions, we note that the 
optical path length is zero when a wave goes through a stack 
of zero-n– material. The zero optical path length is the essence 
of the physics underlying the properties of these materials. 
Before we proceed, we remark that if we restrict our discus-
sion to 1D, the zero-n– material is related to the complementary 

medium proposed by Pendry and Ramakrishna  [75] . A subset 
of complementary media can be regarded as a zero-n– material 
that is impedance matched and in this case, the wave goes 
through the media with unity transmittance and zero phase 
change. In 1D, zero optical path length can be achieved if 
the average refraction index along the propagation direction 
is zero, but in 2D or 3D, it is diffi cult to require the average 
 n  along all directions to be zero. We can instead require the 
 effective  refraction index to be zero. As we are dealing with 
composite materials, a zero refraction index should be under-
stood within the context of an effective medium or  “ homog-
enization ” . A material with effectively zero- n  can have either 
zero effective  ε , zero effective   μ  , or both zero effective  ε  and 
zero effective   μ   simultaneously. 

 Snell ’ s law tells us that only the normal incident wave can 
go through a zero index material (ZIM), while other oblique 
angle waves are totally refl ected. In addition, there is no phase 
variance in the wave transport process. This leads to many 
peculiar properties, such as the tailoring of the radiation phase 
pattern  [76] , collimating light  [77, 78] , tunneling of waves 
through arbitrary subwavelength channels and bends  [79 – 84] , 
and cloaking objects inside a channel with specifi c boundary 
conditions  [85 – 88] . In the following part, we will illustrate 
some of these properties. 

 The zero phase change property of a ZIM can be used to tai-
lor the wave front by confi guring the interface  [76, 77] . When 
a normal incident plane wave illuminates the fl at left entrance 
face of a slab of epsilon-near-zero material (one realization of 
ZIMs) with a concave exit face, because of the identical phase 
in the exit face, EM fi eld is focused at the center of curvature 
of the output interface  [76] . A ZIM with a fl at interface can 
be used to collimate light. Figure  19   shows the FDTD simula-
tion results when a line source is placed at the center of a ZIM 
slab with  ε   =    μ    =  0. We see that the radiation fi elds propagate 
through the slab with a direction orthogonal to the interface 
of the slab (shown in Figure 19)  [77]  as required by Snell ’ s 
law. The cylindrical wave generated by the line source is con-
verted into a wave with a planar wave front. 
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 Figure 18    Computed radiation pattern of a point source placed 
inside a 1D PC possessing a complete band gap. Reproduced from 
Ref.  [73]  with the permission of American Physics Society.    
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 Another special property of ZIM is that EM waves can be 
 “ squeezed ”  and tunneled through very narrow and arbitrary-
shaped channels as long as the total volume is small and such 
effect has been demonstrated using epsilon-near-zero materi-
als  [79 – 84] . The incoming plane wave can be replicated at 
the output interface. The tunneling phenomenon has been rea-
lized by sophisticated experiments using complementary split 
ring resonators at the microwave frequency  [82] . 

 Recently, the method of transformation optics has enabled 
the design of many intriguing wave manipulation devices 
such as invisibility cloaks  [24 – 27] , EM fi eld concentrators 
 [89] , superscatterer  [90] , fi eld rotators  [91]  and illusion 
optics  [28] . ZIMs can also be used to block waves with an 
arbitrary small inclusion (super-refl ection) or conceal objects 
completely (cloaking) under certain conditions  [85] . While 
ZIMs can perform cloaking under restricted conditions 
inside a waveguide, they are less complex in structure than 
materials designed by transformation optics. The  “ super-re-
fl ection ”  device can be realized by a   μ    =  0 ( ε   =  0) MTM with 
a perfect electric (magnetic) conductor inclusion of arbitrary 
shape and size for a TE (TM) incident wave (Figure  20A  ). In 

contrast, a   μ    =  0 ( ε   =  0) MTM with a perfect magnetic (elec-
tric) conductor inclusion for a TE (TM) incident wave can be 
used to conceal objects of arbitrary shape (Figure 20B). The 
underlying physics here are again determined by the fact that 
in steady state, the EM fi elds in the ZIM material are static 
without phase variation in space. The effects are numerically 
demonstrated by full wave simulations (see Figure 20). In 
addition, super-refl ection and cloaking effect can also be 
achieved through tuning resonant cavities imbedded in ZIMs 
 [86, 87] . 

 In practice, the ZIMs can be made by MTMs using some 
specifi c resonant metallic inclusions, which can in principle 
operate at any frequency regime. However, at IR or optical 
frequencies, the material loss should be taken into account 
and dissipation will compromise the use of resonant metallic 
structure to realize ZIMs. In addition, many ZIMs considered 
previously are  “ single-zero ”  material  [76, 78 – 85, 87, 88] , 
meaning that only one of the material parameters is zero at 
a specifi c frequency (either  ε   =  0 or   μ    =  0 but not both). This is 
quite natural as it would be quite challenging to obtain  ε   =    μ    =  0 
simultaneously using metallic resonators. However, for a sin-
gle-zero material, the impedance mismatch is huge and the 
incident wave will encounter refl ection when the aperture of 
the waveguide is larger than wavelength  [76, 88] . It would be 
highly desirable if one could get a ZIM without using metallic 
inclusions (avoid material loss) and  ε   eff    =    μ    eff    =  0 simulta neously. 
We note that the group velocity is zero for a single-zero mate-
rial which can be undesirable for many applications, while a 
material with  ε   eff    =    μ    eff    =  0 possesses a fi nite group velocity. It 
turns out that a certain class of 2D dielectric PCs that possess 
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 Figure 19    The instant electric fi eld distribution at different time 
intervals calculated by FDTD simulation, which is produced by a 
line source located in the middle of a slab fi lled with matched zero-
index Drude medium. (A)  t   =  0, (B)  t   =  200  Δ  t , (C)  t   =  800  Δ  t , and 
(D)  t   =  2200  Δ  t . Reproduced from Ref.  [77]  with the permission of 
American Physical Society.    
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Dirac-cone like dispersions at the  Γ  point ( k   =  0) can be mapped 
to double-zero ( ε   eff    =    μ    eff    =  0) material  [92] . If such 2D dielectric 
PCs can be fabricated using nanofabrication techniques  [93] , 
we can realize ZIMs at optical frequencies with low-loss and 
good impedance matching. 

 In a dispersive homogenous system with  ε   =    μ    =  0, it is 
straightforward to show that the dispersion at  k   =  0 is linear 
and conical dispersion (Dirac cone) exists naturally  [94] . 
However, the converse is not necessarily true as will be 
explained below. The Dirac cone dispersions can be found 
in the electronic band structure in graphene  [95 – 97] , and in 
the band structure of classical wave systems such as photonic 
 [98]  or phononic crystals  [99]  with a honeycomb or triangu-
lar lattice. The possibility of  simulating  relativistic particle 
behaviors in condensed-matter or classical wave experiments, 
such as quantum hall effect  [96] , the Klein tunneling  [97]  and 
Zitterbewegung effect  [99] , has attracted much attention. The 
aforementioned Dirac cones in graphene  [95 – 97]  and pho-
tonic/phononic crystals  [98, 99]  exist at the Brillouin zone 
boundary. If we want to use a PC to emulate a  ε   eff    =    μ    eff    =  0 sys-
tem, we need to apply effective medium theory but effective 
medium theories cannot be applied to  k -points at the zone 
boundary. We need to fi nd Dirac cone dispersions at the zone 
center. 

 The Dirac cones at the K point (zone boundary) in PCs  [98]  
with triangular or honeycomb lattices are the consequences 
of the lattice symmetry. However, lattice symmetry alone can 

only give parabolic dispersion at the  Γ  point. We can employ 
accidental degeneracy to get linear band dispersions at the  Γ  
point, which is needed for Dirac cones. Figure  21   shows an 
example of how this can be achieved. The band structure of 
a 2D PC consisting of a square lattice of dielectric cylinders 
for the TM polarization (with E fi eld along the cylinder axis) 
is shown in Figure 21(A)  [92] . Here, the radius and relative 
permittivity of the cylinders are set at  R   =  0.2 a  ( a  is the lattice 
constant) and  ε   =  12.5. There is a triply-degeneracy at the  Γ  
point, composing of two linear bands and another quadratic 
band intersecting at the same frequency [see Figure 21(A)]. 
The two linear bands generate a Dirac cone. We show the 
fi eld patterns of the eigenmodes near the Dirac point with a 
small  k  along  Γ X direction in Figure  22  . Figures 22(A) and 
(B) show that the linear bands are linear combinations of the 
monopole and transverse dipole with its magnetic fi eld polar-
ized perpendicular to the wave vector, while the fl at band cor-
responds to quasi-longitudinal dipole with its magnetic fi eld 
polarized parallel to the wave vector [see Figure 22(C)]. In 
general, the eigenfrequency of the monopole is not equal to 
that of the dipole, and three-fold degeneracy at the  Γ  point is 
 “ accidental ”  in the sense that it is not a consequence of lat-
tice symmetry but rather a consequence of specifi cally chosen 
structural parameters. In the present PC system in which the 
bands originate from monopole and dipole excitations, the 
recipe to get the accidental degeneracy can be formulated in 
mathematical terms using multiple scattering theory. It can 
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 Figure 21    (A) Band structure of a 2D PC consisting of dielectric cylinders with radius  R   =  0.2 a , relative permittivity  ε   =  12.5 and permeability 
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 Figure 22    Field patterns of the eigenmodes near the Dirac point with a very small  k  along  Γ X direction. The color patterns show the  E   z   fi elds 
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be shown (see Ref. 92) that if  S  0   =  1/ D  0   =  1/ D     ±   1 , the dispersion 
near  k   =  0 has a triply-degenerate state. Here,  S  0  is a lattice sum 
which depends on  k  and   ω  , while  D  0  and  D     ±1     are the scattering 
matrix coeffi cients of the cylinder for monopole and dipole 
(see Ref. 92 for mathematical details). Among the three solu-
tions, one has a quadratic dispersion while the other two solu-
tions have a leading linear term giving rise to linear bands 
with opposite and non-zero group velocities    ±   ν    g   which is the 
same for all directions. For a given value of permittivity and 
a given lattice constant, the condition  S  0   =  1/ D  0   =  1/ D     ±   1  can be 
achieved by choosing a specifi c rod radius. To show that this 
condition is indeed satisfi ed in the PC that bears a Dirac cone 
at  k   =  0, we plot in Figure 21(B) the values of the imaginary 
part of  S  0 -1/ D  0  and  S  0 -1/ D  1  ( S  0 -1/ D  0  and  S  0 -1/ D  1  are purely 
imaginary numbers) as functions of frequency for the para-
meters shown in Figure 21(A). The condition  S  0   =  1/ D  0   =  1/ D     ±   1  
is indeed satis fi ed at the Dirac point frequency ( f   =  0.541 c / a ). 

 Effective medium theory  [100]  is then applied to calculate 
the effective medium parameters for this PC, and the effec-
tive permittivity ( ε   eff  ) and permeability (  μ    eff  ) as functions of 
frequency are shown in Figure 21(C). We see that  ε   eff   and   μ    eff   
indeed intersect at zero at the Dirac frequency. In addition, 
Figures 21(B) and 21(C) show that the frequency at which 
 ε   eff    =    μ    eff    =  0 is precisely the accidental degeneracy frequency 
defi ned by  S  0   =  1/ D  0   =  1/ D     ±   1 . Since  ε   eff   and   μ    eff   approach zero 
simultaneously and linearly, the effective impedance of such 

a PC is a fi nite constant and the group velocity is also non-
zero there. We now have a design recipe for PCs that behave 
like a ZIM with a fi nite group velocity which does not require 
any metallic inclusions. 

 As the PC is effectively  ε   eff    =    μ    eff    =  0 at the Dirac point, it 
should behave like a ZIM at frequencies near the Dirac point. 
For example, Figure  23  (A) shows that waves can go around 
a 90 degree waveguide fi lled with the 2D PC and exit in the 
upper right channel with little distortion, as predicted previ-
ously  [79] . The boundary conditions of the channels are per-
fect magnetic conductors (PMCs). Previous studies showed 
that an embedded object with PMC boundaries is  “ invisible ”  
inside a channel fi lled with a homogeneous zero- n  material 
 [85] . Figure 23(B) shows that if an object with PMC boundary 
conditions is inserted into the channel fi lled with our designed 
PC, the wave just passes through the channel as if the obstacle 
were not there, manifesting the cloaking effects expected if 
the fi lling material has a zero effective index. 

 The  “ wave front transformer ”  effect of ZIM can also be 
demonstrated. As we have mentioned above  [76] , a homo-
genous ZIM can focus wave with a concave exit interface 
profi le as demonstrated numerically in Figure  24  (A). A plane 
wave is incident from the left, and as there is no phase change 
across the medium, the phase is the same on the concave sur-
face, leading to the formation of a focal point on the right 
side of the lens. In Figure 24(B), the homogeneous medium is 
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 Figure 23    Numerical simulated electric fi eld ( E   z  ) patterns in the 90 degree bending channel. (A)  E   z   distribution if the 90 degree bending cha-
nnel is fi lled with the designed 2D PC. (B)  E   z   distribution if the 90 degree bending channel is fi lled with PCs with an embedded PMC object. 
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replaced by a 2D PC with the confi guration and band structure 
shown in Figure 21(A). At or near the Dirac point frequency, 
the fi eld pattern is similar to the homogeneous case and in 
particular, the wave is focused to the same position on the 
right-hand side of the PC. We note that this phenomenon has 
been verifi ed experimentally in the microwave regime with 
PC constructed using alumina rods  [92] .  

  7. Conclusions 

 In this paper, we briefl y reviewed the fundamental physics and 
latest developments in research fi eld of zero-n– gap. Besides 
introducing the basic concept, key properties, experimental 
verifi cations, and potential applications of such an unusual 
gap, we also tried to include several new ideas inspired from 
the zero-n– research. These works, including the zero-  φ    eff   gap, 
the zero- ε  and zero-  μ   gaps, the complete band gap, and the 
zero-index materials, may not have direct relations with the 
zero-n– research. However, they are strongly correlated and 
share a lot of common characteristics with the zero-n– research. 
We hope that presenting them together in a concise and cohe-
rent way may stimulate further research works, and we look 
forward to new ideas inspired from this review.   
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